This paper features the implementation of the algorithms proposed in [5] . Based on the Message Sequence Charts [3] formalism, [5] introduces a formal structure called "the lattice of repetitive sub-functions" which provides a more general point of view on repetitive sub-functions recovery than the ones used in [6] and [1] . Using this structure, we can implement a more general algorithm for the construction of a MSC graph from a given set of observations of an existing concurrent system.
Introduction
A concurrent system consists of two or more processes communicating one with the other via message exchanges. One of the aims of the reverse engineering is to recover the design of an existing system from the run time behavior of its implementation. In this report, we consider the reverse engineering of designs of existing concurrent systems from given sets of observations of their implementations.
In this paper, a given set of observations consists of individual linearizations of a set of Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) that are not given. An individual MSC is a visual description of a series of message exchanges among communicating processes in a concurrent system where the local view of the message exchanges is a total order with respect to each process but the global view is a partial order. Often, depictions of individual intended behaviors of a concurrent system are given by designers as MSCs [3] .
The behavior of such a system can be viewed as a sequence of subfunctions. [1] proposes an algorithm for constructing an MSC graph from a given set of observations of an existing concurrent system as a representation of the system's design.
The paper is organized as follows: First, the MSCs are going to be introduced by formal definition and properties in Section 1. After that, the problem introduced in [1] will be explained in Section 2. The algorithms proposed for the solution will be presented in Section 3. Finally, the implementation details and the results of the software tests will be presented respectively in Section ?? and 4.
Message Sequence Charts
MSC is the acronym for Message Sequence Chart. This part is organized as follows : Section 1.1 gives some example of MSCs and how to construct it from a set of observations. Section 1.2 exposes the formal definition and semantics of MSC.
Examples of MSCs
Notation used in this report respects the conventions adopted in [4] . A concurrent system P is a set of processes P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n }, communicating with each other by passing messages from an alphabet Σ, over infinite slot (not necessarily FIFO) buffers. An event labeled as snd(i, j, a) denotes the transmission of a message a ∈ Σ by the process P i to the process P j . Similarly, an event labeled as rcv(j, i, a) denotes the reception of a message a by the process P j , which must have been sent by P i .
An observation of a concurrent system is represented by a sequence of events. Each observation can be represented graphically as shown in Figure 1 . With this representation, we can see for each process theirs events are ordered by time.
In this example, the events of process P 1 is snd(1, 3, a), rcv(1, 3, c), rcv(1, 2, b).
Formalisation
Formal semantics associated with MSCs provides a basis for their analysis such as detecting timing conflicts and race conditions, non-local choices, model checking, and checking safe realisability. We are going to define a Σ-labeled MSC M for a concurrent system P and the properties of observations that are needed dor them to denote a MSC. After that, we'll introduce some assumptions and state propositions from the formal semantic of MSCs.
Definition
LetΣ the set of event labels where Σ is the alphabet introduce in Section 1.1, andΣ S andΣ R the set of send event labels and the set of receive event labels, respectively.
Given a word w overΣ and an event label α ∈Σ, let #(w, α) be the number of occurrences of α in w. w is said to be well-formed if ∀prefix w of w, ∀i, j ∈ [n] and ∀a ∈ Σ, #(w , snd(i, j, a)) − #(w , rcv(j, i, a)) ≥ 0. In other words, every receive event must be preceded by a matching send event. w is said to be complete if ∀i, j ∈ [n] and ∀a ∈ Σ, #(w, snd(i, j, a)) = #(w, rcv(j, i, a)). That is, every message a sent by P i to P j must be received by P j , within the word. Each observation, which can generate a MSC, has to be well-formed and complete. We can now introduce the formal definition of a MSC :
A Σ-labeled MSC M for a concurrent system P is composed of the following components : (i) A finite set S of send events and a finite set R of receive events. Let E = S ∪ R.
(ii) A mapping l : E →Σ that maps each event to a label such that l(S) ⊆Σ S and l(R) ⊆Σ R . (iii) A bijection f : S → R mapping each send event e with its matching receive event such that if l(e) = snd(i, j, a) then l(f (e)) = rcv(j, i, a). (iv) A mapping p : E → [n] such that if l(e) = snd(i, j, a) then p(e) = i, and if l(e) = rcv(i, j, a) then p(e) = i. p simply gives the process on which e occurs. Let E i = {e ∈ E|p(e) = i} be set of events of
, a total order ≤ i on E i , such that when the relation ≤ is defined to be
The total order ≤ i on E i gives a strict execution order of the events of P i as seen on the vertical process lines of P i in the visual representation of the MSC. The pairs (s, f (s)) ∈ ≤ correspond, in the visual representation, to the message passing arrows from the process line of p(s) to the process line of p(f (s)).
Properties
As shown in [4] , given a well-formed and complete word w, there exists a unique MSC M under a non-degeneracy assumption (that there is no message overtaking between same labeled events). We will adopt the same assumtion here.
Due to this fact, an MSC can be characterized by the sequence of sequences of the event labels that appear on the processes, i.
Therefore, we can introduce the following proposition : Let M and M be two MSCs. M = M iff for each process
And, we need to define this next one : Given two MSCs M and M , with the set of events respectively E and E , M is said to be a prefix (respectively suffix) of M , if and only if :
(ii) e ∈ E implies ∀e ∈ E, if e ≤ e then e ∈ E (resp. e ∈ E implies ∀e ∈ E, if e ≤ e then
We are going to develop the last definition given in this part : An MSC graph is a labeled transition system G = (V, v 0 , v f , T ), where V is a finite set of nodes, v 0 , v f ∈ V are the entry and exit nodes (respectively). The relation T ⊆ V × M × V gives the edges between the nodes with the labels from M. A path in G is a sequence of edges
Such a path is said to start at node v 1 and end at node v m+1 . We will use the notation v Figure 2 
Problem Definition
We will firstly develop a simple example to present the problem in Section 2.1 and then we will formally define some other notions that may prove useful to understand the algorithms in Section 2.2.
Example : data transfer
We have seen above, each function implemented by a concurrent system can be viewed as a combination of some subfunctions. For example, in a file transfer function of a communication protocol, we may have connection establishment (CE), data transfer (DT), connection release (CR) subfunctions. If one could identify the subfunctions as they are being executed, then a typical execution would consist of the following steps: CE, DT, DT, ..., DT, CR Based on the size of the data being transferred, the subfunction DT would be executed repeatedly, as many times it is required to transfer the amount of data at hand. If we consider how one would start describing such a function at an abstract level when the system was first built, it is not unreasonable to imagine that an MSC graph similar to the one given Figure 2 had been used.
In general, it is not possible to decide if the repetitions of DT in the example above are due to a loop or due to the sequential appearance of DT in the design. Current techniques favor the latter and therefore, do not attempt to recover a design with the loops. Bellow, we will introduce a method that will help recover designs with loops. 
More definitions
As observations, we consider the execution logs (logs of message transmissions and receptions of the processes) of an implementation Imp of a concurrent system. In other words, if Σ is the set of messages used for the communication between the processes of Imp, then an observation is a well-formed and complete word overΣ. We assume that an observation w ∈Σ corresponds to a complete execution of a single function of Imp, and the functions are assumed to start from the initial system state, and end back at the initial system state, without going through the initial system state.
That is, if w is an observation and the system is at the initial state, then after performing the message exchanges given in w (in the order they appear in w), the system goes back to the initial state right after the last member of w (which must be a reception since w is complete) is realized. Furthermore, at no point in w, the system must be in the initial system state, since otherwise the prefix of w up to that point would be considered as a separate observation.
Since each given observation in w ∈ O actually corresponds to an MSC msc(w), we consider our input to be the set of MSCs M = {msc(w) | w ∈ O}, and we will consider an observation to be an MSC from now on unless stated otherwise.
In our view of a function being composed of subfunctions, we also consider a subfunction to be specified by an MSC. This can be justified by considering that all the messages sent within a subfunction will be consumed within the same subfunction. In an observation M , which is given as a single MSC, the MSCs corresponding to the subfunctions are not apparent. However, our purpose is not to identify the MSCs of all the subfunctions one by one, but rather to identify those MSCs that correspond to repetitive subfunctions.
To be able to infer a loop in the design by looking at observations, we demand some evidence. We do not readily accept that a repeated pattern seen in a single observation is due to a loop. However, if the same pattern is seen different number of repetitions within the same context, then we assume this is a sufficient evidence for the existence a loop. Below is the formal definition of the notion of this evidence.
A common prefix of two MSCs M 1 and M 2 , is an MSC M , such that M is a prefix of both 
Solution

The lattice of repetitive sub-functions
It is a structure that provides all possible selections of n repetitive subfunctions, including none of them (bottom of the lattice) and all of them (top of the lattice).
Let's consider first the case without nested repetitive sub-functions.
Without nested loops
Having two MSCs M 1 and M 2 infer a MSC L to be repetitive within the context M p -M s means we obtain the language M p .L * .M s whose alphabet is the set of MSC used in that regular expression. If we consider n repetitive sub-functions {L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L n }, the general form of the top language will be M p .L * Since every combination of those loops is possible, a single observation can represent any of the subsets of the set of M i 's, to a total of 2 n possible different languages. All of these languages can be ordered by the usual inclusion :
That means we are in fact dealing with an hypercube of size n in which the elements are the languages and the edges represent the inclusions.
The bottom language is a constant with only the MSC of the observation with no loops. All other observations should introduce new edges. All in all n languages will be inferred from pairs of observations and the others will be inferred.
Note that if a MSC M i is empty, meaning L i and L ( i + 1) are consecutive, and if no observation is provided showing both of those loops, we cannot order them. To record ambiguity we will use the notation (a|b) * which stands for either a * b * or b * a * . Thus (a|b|c) * means 6 possibilities for the MSC graph.
With nested loops
Observations containing occurences of nested loops will yield the top element of yet an other hypercube. In this general form, a sub-function containing k nested loops will have a non empty prefix, a non empty suffix, and k repetitive sub-functions separated by possibly empty MSCs. Thus this sub-function alone defines an hypercube of size k.
With n first level repetitive sub-functions, we have an initial hypercube of size n with each loop defining a face/direction of the hypercube. Each one of those repetitive sub-functions appear in
2
( n − 1) nodes. For each one of those first level loops that has, say, k nested repetitive subfunctions, we have to replace all of the 2 ( n − 1) nodes with the corresponding hypercube of size k.
We then repeat the process for each nested level.
Algorithm
General outline
The construction of the MSC graph is progressive. The first toplabel is a simple automaton with only an edge linking the initial node to the final one with the shortest observation as a label. That observation is then destroyed. While there is still an observation to focus on, the algorithm goes on, comparing the current toplabel (a MSC graph) to all the remaining observations, finding the common maximum prefix and suffix and trying to find out if there is a basic repetitive pattern on the remaining MSC of each observation.
All the new loops found during the last passing in the while loop are then merged with the toplabel into a new toplabel and the corresponding observations are deleted.
Waving ambiguity
In [5] , the notation (a|b|c) * was used. Since any partial waving of ambiguity such as "the b loop comes before the c loop" implies expanding that notation, implementing the ambiguity was simply recensing extensively all the different possibilities.
Thus the Graph class comes as a list of Path which are the actual automatons (lists of transitions).
The waving comes just after having found the maximal common prefix/suffix of each one of the paths with the observation : if the remaining MSCs are not of equal size, there is a partial waving of ambiguity, and we only have to delete the paths corresponding to non-maximal remaining MSCs. Only the unwaved hypotheses will remain.
Merging
We have compared every remaining observation to the current toplabel looking for loops.
And now we want to merge those loops, stored in Succ, to update our toplabel. What is significant is where those loops are to be inserted : there are two cases, either they break an existing transition or they appear on an existing node.
If a new loop appears on an existing node, there is ambiguity (since the creation of node only occurs with loops) and we have to record it in our new toplabel.
That means we have to create one path per possibility of location for the new loop. For example if we have a toplabel with only one path :
.M 5 and we find a new loop that should come after M 1 , we will have to create the paths
.M 4 , which we can do easily following from the position in the end of maximal commun prefix the epsilon transitions backward.
On the other hand, if a new loop breaks a transition we will have to move a little bit in our MSC graph to find what to do. Indeed there can be another breaking of the same transition, and it can even happen at exactly the same place : we will have to run the MSC on the current toplabel in order to see if we still have a transition to break or if there is a new node at the breaking point. In that last case we only have to put the new situation (ie the apparition of a loop on an existing node) back in Succ.
It may still not be clear so let's take an example.
We have the set M 1 .M 4 , M 1 .M 2 .M 2 .M 4 , M 1 .M 3 .M 3 .M 4 . Our first toplabel is M 1 .M 4 (the shortest observation). During the first passing in the loop, we find two breaking of the only transition of the toplabel, the one whose MSC is (M 1 .M 4 ) . Dealing with the first we construct a MSC Graph with a M 2 loop. Succ only contains one last loop. We focus on that second one, we go to the node beginning the broken transition, we go on following the transitions so long as it matches, and it leads us to the new node. We then delete the breaking event to replace it with an ambiguous event on the new node. In result we have basically two paths (ie two possibilities) : M 1 .M Last we studied the actual algorithm with the main problems encountered and the solutions we devised to make the whole thing work. The software can be run under the most common operating system because we only use standard library but only tested on Windows and Linux.
This internship has been both interesting and very pleasant. I have even managed to find time to live a little bit of a canadian life, which was really great. Despite spending my last 2 weeks in jail (The Ottawa Jail Hostel, that is :p) I enjoyed this internship a lot.
